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REGULATIONS made by the Minister in exercise of the powers conferred upon it by section 4 of the Quarantine Act, Chapter 41 of the Substantive Laws of Belize, Revised Edition 2011, and all other powers thereunto it enabling.

(Gazetted 22nd September, 2020.)

1. These Regulations may be cited as the QUARANTINE (PREVENTION OF THE SPREAD OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE) (COVID 19) (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS, 2020, and shall be construed as one with the Quarantine (Prevention of the Spread of Infectious Disease) (COVID 19) Regulations, which are hereinafter referred to as the principal Regulations.

2. Regulation 10 of the principal Regulations is amended by repealing paragraph (h) and substituting the following–

“(h) a church service or other service of worship which hosts ten or more persons other than the person officiating the service and two auxiliary personnel.”.

3. Regulation 12 of the principal Regulations is amended by repealing paragraph (a) and substituting the following–

“(a) restaurants, saloons, diners and other similar establishments holding a restaurant licence may operate for dining in services, provided that no more than ten customers shall be allowed to dine at any one given time,
and provided further that dining shall be by reservation only; and”.

4. The principal Regulations are amended by inserting the following new regulation immediately after regulation 22–

```
22A.—(1) The Director of Health Services shall provide the Minister responsible for national security with the following information–

(a) the name and address of every person that has tested positive for COVID-19;

(b) the name and address of every person placed in self-isolation; and

(c) the name and place of quarantine of every person placed in mandatory quarantine.

(2) The Director of Health Services commits an offence if he fails to provide the information to the Minister responsible for national security.”.
```

MADE by the Minister responsible for quarantine this 22nd day of September, 2020.

HON. PABLO MARIN
Minister of Health
(Minister responsible for quarantine)